Iran suffers casualties

Iraqi forces destroy installations

BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP) — Iran claimed Iraq fired missiles into two Iraqi cities yesterday, refuting the highest casualty toll of any action in the war. Both sides were dispatching envoys in an effort to enlist support from other countries.

In Washington, the State Department said the Soviet Union, and possibly other Warsaw Pact nations, was sending supplies to Iraq through the Jordanian port of Aqaba. Spokesman John Trattner said he did not know what types of supplies the Soviets were sending.

Moscow has said it was remaining neutral in the conflict. Iran, which claimed up to 180 killed and 300 wounded in Iraqi missile attacks, reported major gains in the north of the front. President Abolhassan Bani-Sadr told Tehran Radio "we are entering the final phase of the war." Revolutionary leader Ayatollah Khomenei said victory was certain and Iran planned to replace the Iraqi regime with "an Islamic government" in Baghdad.

Iraq said its forces "continued to destroy enemy installations," but Baghdad did not confirm that it used Soviet-supplied ground-to-ground missiles for the first time in the conflict. Baghdad Radio said Iraqi forces were "destroying vital military and economic installations" at Dezful and that the city in the central sector of the front "is in the mercy of our ground fire." Iraq said Dezful was hit by missiles and also accused Iraq of bombing two hospitals in Ahwaz, 70 miles to the south.

With the war in its 18th day, both sides stepped up diplomatic efforts. Iran said it planned to send a delegation to friendly countries to explain Iran's stand and that Iran also hoped to put its case before the U.N. Security Council.

President Saddam Hussein of Iraq, apparently seeking outside aid or new mediation efforts, sent envoys to six countries - Turkey, Greece, India, Saudi Arabia, Kuwait and Israel. Western diplomats in Ankara said they believed Hussein's envoys requested Turkish mediation to end the conflict.

Secretary General Habbib Chatti of the Islamic Conference was to go to Tehran yesterday in a new effort to promote settlement of the war, President Mohammed Zia ul-Haq of Pakistan said yesterday. The 40-nation Islamic Conference asked Zia to try to arrange a mediation effort. The Yugoslav news agency said Chatti was in Belgrade for a conference on Islamic sponsored by the United Nations.

In Tehran, Prime Minister Mohammad Ali Rajai told a Japanese television correspondent that "America is in no way concerned" with the 52 American hostages held in Iran since Nov. 4. Rajai was quoted by Tehran Radio as saying in the interview that "even if all (hostages) were killed, America would not consider it important, for it uses them as a pretext for any action to advance its interests."

SMC Student Government announces budget allocations

by Mary Leavitt
Saint Mary's News Editor

Saint Mary's Student Government allocated $4105 yesterday to nineteen campus clubs, according to Kathy Kanebons, student government treasurer. The board followed precedent in previous years, The Student Assembly handled allocations. Because the Student Assembly now rests in a proverbial limbo, a representative from each club requesting funds explained how the potential allocations would be utilized.

The board relied on specific guidelines to reach financial decisions. Money granted depended upon the plan of expenditure, the number of students that the club would reach and how it established the club was. Students would be hard in some cases to make the allocations, but we felt that we were fair and are happy with the results," Kanebons said.

Clubs have the right to appeal the allocations within ten days. Club leaders dissatisfied with the fundings can appeal to Kathleen Sweeney, student government president. Following is a list of the clubs which received allocations:

Logan Center Volunteers $650

Sec. of State Muskie to speak on policy

by Laura L. Larnimore
Senior Staff Reporter

Secretary of State Edmund S. Muskie will deliver a foreign policy address, open to the public, in Washington Hall, Saturday at 10 a.m. This marks the first appearance of a Secretary of State on campus since Cardinal Pell visited Notre Dame in 1934.

Muskie is appearing under the auspices of the Center for Continuing Education. Muskie will be introduced by Congressman John Brademas (D-Ind). Both will be guests of Father Theodore M. Hesburgh, later that afternoon at the N.D.-Miami football game. Brademas and Muskie were, in 1964, honored for Immigration Policy by Select Committee on Immigration and Refugee Policy chairman by Fr. Hesburgh.

Due to vehicle restrictions in force on football Saturdays, a limited number of special stickers allowing access to the campus and parking near Washington Hall will be available in advance to the general public. These may be obtained at the information desk of the CCE. Parking is also available in the fee lots used by the football fans.

Secretary Muskie, sworn in 1958 as the 36th Secretary of State, began his political career in the Maine House of Representatives elected to terms in 1946, 1948, and 1950. There, he served as Minority Leader during his second and third terms. From 1951-52 he was the State Director of the Office of Price Stabilization and from 1952 to 1954.

Mr. Tooley remains in intensive care unit

By Mary Marty

Fr. Bill Tooley remains in critical condition in the intensive care unit at St. Joseph's hospital, according to an official Campus Ministry report released yesterday.

His neurological and vital signs have stabilized since Monday when surgery was performed to relieve intracranial pressure on the brain. Earlier in the week, doctors confirmed that Tooley is suffering from "encephalitis caused by herpes simplex virus," but no further clinical details have been released. Important questions such as why the priest fell ill remain unanswered; however, it is certain that this type of encephalitis is not the common type spread by mosquitoes.

The Campus Ministry office has made a practice of distributing daily medical updates in an effort to keep rumors to a minimum since there is an aura of uncertainty surrounding Fr. Tooley's illness.
About 300 workers will return to work Monday at both the General Motors Corp.'s Delco Electronics plant in Kokomo and Guide Division plant in Anderson, companions to the plant. Delco spokeswoman Marilyn Graham said yesterday, 194 Kokomo workers will be called back Monday as GM gears up for its 1981 production. Normally, 11,000 workers are employed at the Kokomo plant, she said, adding that 400 remain on indefinite layoff. About 1,500 workers have been laid off since last fall. In Anderson, 93 workers will return to work at the GM guide Division, company spokesmen said, attributing the call back to increased product demand. Delco workers in Anderson laid off 1,056 have been recalled since June. Indiana & Michigan Power Co. spokesmen said the company's act. Question: Delco? Cook nuclear generating plant off the southern Lake Michigan shore near Bridgman, testing workers' responses and the readiness of local law agency officials said. The Federal Emergency Management Agency will issue a report on the drill to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, he said. Berrien County have a disaster plan that meets its requirements, he said.

A treaty on friendship and cooperation was signed by President Hafez Assad and Sultan Qaboos bin Said Wednesday at the Kermalin, Tass reported. The signing was held shortly after Assad arrived in Muscat on a three-day official visit. There were no immediate details on the contents of the pact, but Syrian sources in Damascus had reported earlier that the treaty included military coop. Assad's visit and the friendship treaty with the Soviet Union were seen by diplomatz here as the culmination of a long diplomatic effort to gain a foothold in the Middle East, as a bid by Assad to gain a foothold in the Middle East, as a bid by Assad to gain a foothold in the Middle East, as a bid by Assad to gain a foothold in the Middle East, as a bid by Assad to gain a foothold in the Middle East, as a bid by Assad to gain a foothold in the Middle East.

The Humane Society of the United States has sent a telegram to Neiman-Marcus protesting the department store's Christmas catalogue, which advertises "his and her penguins." The Humane Society's President John Hoyt said Wednesday the birds are an endangered species and are "not an appropriate gift." The penguin is not a living version of Sesame Street's 'Big Bird,' nor should it be considered in the realm of consumer products. . . these are birds whose numbers are dwindling in the wild and who should not be used as giant feathered trinkets for people ill-equipped to raise them," Hoyt said. . . . The Humane Society has given Georgetown University $1 million to establish a professorial chair in Arabic and Islamic literature. Presenting a check to university president Timothy S. Healy yesterday, Omani Ambassador to the United States Sadeq Sultan said the Sultan of Oman, Qaboos bin Said, "believes it is only possible to understand the contemporary Arab world by having an appreciation of the Arab and Islamic culture of earlier periods that are now considered a subject, 65 percent of the students apart from the subject, 65 percent of the students apart from the subject, 65 percent of the students apart from the subject, 65 percent of the students apart from the subject, 65 percent of the students apart from the subject, 65 percent of the students apart from the subject, 65 percent of the students apart from the subject, 65 percent of the students apart from the subject, 65 percent of the students apart from the subject.

Requesting political asylum, a Cuban man and woman fled a Havana-bound tour group that got off an East German jetliner during a refueling stop here yesterday, officials said. The Royal Canadian Mounted Police said they would hold the woman in protective custody until they determined whether she wanted to return to the plane or stay in Canada. The Interflag plane, carrying the group from East Berlin to Havana, remained at the airport pending further study and professions and delay marriage and families, the problem will become less the American peculiarity. It will surface in France, in Germany, in Italy even in Poland.

It is a cultural problem then, and the Church, like any institution, has frequently been bound by culture. Scripture records certain pronouncements of Paul's, in his letters, which today seem bizarre, but are less when one realizes he was opera on the assumption that an apocalypse was imminent. The medieval Church abounds in examples of pronouncements embargoed by later Church leadership.

In the meantime, and I don't think I'm announcing any great secret, there are a large number of well meaning, very sincere, very Catholic young Catholics who are at first guilty, then reflective, and finally alienated by a rule with which they neither understand nor agree with. And they do not understand that they can remain Catholic and dissent from official Church teaching, and as many clergy have done.

It's really a shame that the Vatican isn't on our Subscribers list and won't see our good work. If we had, they might have found a measure of solace in the fact that the number of Notre Dame/Saint Mary's students who disagree with Church teaching, relative to national averages, is quite low.

The Church vs. changing mores

I am told that copies of The Observer rarely reach the Vatican these days, but those that do find their recent McNally Poll, which accurately reflects student thought on the subjects of birth control and contraception, most interesting.

The poll, published Wednesday, shows that Church teaching on the issue of abortion has indeed taken hold: 62 percent of all students would never consent to an abortion either themselves or their partner. Church teaching on contraception, however, is another matter and one that should not be linked to the abortion issue. On this subject 28 percent agreed, and 72 percent showed no opinion.

And an Associated Press story the same day provided a larger view of the issue. It reported a 76 percent rejection of Church teaching among American Catholic women, all of whom use contraceptives, many of whom are presumably married.

For Catholic clergy, this question must be a tough one. The same AP story on Wednesday reported that only 29 percent of American priests really believe contraception to be immoral. How do they handle the question then? Perhaps some have already decided, Fr. Heusman did three years ago, when during a speech on campus concerning birth control, he announced: "I am a Catholic, and I am a priest. But I don't see how anyone can be against birth control — in one form or another." This statement, examined closely, is meaningless. The phrase "in one form or another" includes abortion, but the phrase "birth control" rather than "contraception" reinforces the ambiguity. The strong affirmation of his faith and position in the Church, followed by the word "but" suggests some possible break with obviation teaching, though the phrasing that follows suggests otherwise. Thus the listener may interpret his teaching however he or she wishes.
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Polish poet wins Nobel Prize

STOCKHOLM—Sweden (AP) The literature Nobel Prize in literature was awarded yesterday to Czeslaw Milosz, an exile poet, novelist from Poland who became an American citizen 10 years ago.

Milosz, 69, professor of Slavic language at the University of California at Berkeley, was cited by the Swedish Academy of Letters as a writer of "uncompromising clear-sightedness...He deserted for his extensive poetical works in the Polish language as well as for his prose.

This was the second time in three years that the academy chose a writer with roots in Poland. The 1978 literature prize went to Polish-born Isaac Bashevis Singer, a master story teller writing in Yiddish in New York, many of whose works are set in Poland.

Milosz, the third literary Nobel winner in the Puling Academy—after Henryk Sienkiewicz in 1905 and Wladyslaw Reymont in 1924—said in Berkeley that he was "touched and honored." He said he planned to accept the $12,000 prize money here Dec. 10 but his wife, who is "sickly," probably would not be able to accompany him.

Milosz's name is pronounced Chex-love Me-jod, said he still writes in his own poetry and other works into English. He said "translation is a great problem for a poet and his poems are perhaps best appreciated only by those who master Polish.

Last year's winner, Greek poet Odysseus Elytis, also translated his own works. The last American writing in English to receive the award was novelist Saul Bellow 1976.

The literature award was the first Nobel prize announced this year. The prize in medicine will be announced Friday, the peace prize in Oslo Monday and the remainder later next week.

The academy cited Milosz, born in Vilnius in what was then Lithuania but is now part of the Soviet Union, as a writer "who with uncompromising clear-sightedness voices man's exposed condition in a world of severe conflicts..." He also translated his own works. The last American writing in English to receive the award was novelist Saul Bellow 1976.
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Deaf/mute battles legal system

CHICAGO (AP) For 13 years, Donald Lang has been trapped in a legal maze of courtrooms, jails and psychiatric facilities. Never in that time has he uttered a word to indicate he knows his future is at stake.

He can't. A 33 year old deaf with limited sign language training, rejected by the public schools, Lang cannot speak or communicate effectively.

But Lang's advocates will soon learn whether he will stand trial on charges of murdering a prostitute in 1971, as Circuit Judge Joseph Schneider is expected to rule on the issue within a few weeks.

The subject of a book and a television movie, Danny, Lang has already waited most of his adult years for lawyers, doctors and judges to decide about his life.

He was first charged in the 1965 stabbing death of a prostitute, but the case was dismissed in 1971 because of questions about his competency, because some witnesses were dead, and some evidence had been lost.

That would put the trial 12 to 15 years after Lang's arrest.

"Our position is that at this time, whether or not Donald Lang can be made fit is a moot question," said Fletcher. "No matter what we do is too little, too late."

Two psychologists and two psychiatrists have told the court that Lang cannot understand, communicate, or explain with his lawyers and know what's happening at his trial.

But a doctor hired by Lang's brother contends that with three to five years of intensive work, Lang could stand trial.

Even if Lang can be taught sign language, said Paul, he will have passed a critical stage in development that he will never be able to explaining things verbally that happened to him when he was non-verbal.

Lang does make his others wnant, and what he wants is to go home. But almost everyone involved agrees that home is not the place for Donald Lang.

His mother is dead, his father is alive, but the state of his home is ill, illness, and other relatives can't care for him.

"He put three fingers in front of his face, like bars, and shook his head meaning he doesn't want to be in jail," Paul says.

"We're not recommending that he sit the streets," said Paul, who argues the former dock worker should be put in a training facility.

Mark Epstein, attorney for Lang's brother, Julies, agrees supervision is needed. "We're hoping that the state will just do the forward and say, 'We'll take over the training.'"

He says Lang needs daily sign language training and should be given a year to see how he progresses.

And Epstein says Lang should stand trial: "either his innocence has to be established or the truth has to come out to show he paid his debt so he can be accepted in society."

WHO SHOT M.O.?
Benjamin Beaurevers - the philandering millionaire?
Madame Beaurevers - the cheating wife?
Josefa - the scorned lover?
Morestan - the hardened clerk?

Find out. A SHOT in the DARK FRIDAY and SATURDAY, Oct. 10 & 11 WASHINGTON HALL 8:00 p.m.

More everything than Dallas!
Carter eases attack

President Carter went public with a softer, toned-down attack on Ronald Reagan yesterday, but independent John Anderson declared, "It's to late," and insisted the President's chances of holding on to the White House are fading.

Carter's rhetoric was milder as he began a two-day Southern campaign swing in Tennessee, while Reagan, in St. Louis, declared, "I am an environmentalist... I am for clean air."

The Republican candidate, however, renewed his attack on the Environmental Protection Agency, which he said sometimes insists on "unreasonable and many times untried standards" to clean up the air.

Reagan has turned down an invitation by a Tampa, Fla., television station for a "joint appearance" with Carter when both candidates are in Florida today. Carter accepted the proposal, in which he and Reagan would answer questions from different locations, but Reagan's aides were said to be against the idea.

The independent candidate campaign swing in New York, where he told a news conference that Carter apparently has "abandoned" his rivals are not succeeding, so he is changing his tune.

Anderson blasted Reagan for "an obvious and calculated effort" to move toward the center by abandoning "long-held, far-right positions."

"Carter's new, gentler campaign became apparent as soon as he landed at Bristol, Tenn. Absent was his previous assertion that Reagan's election could split the nation along racial, regional and religious lines.

In its place was: "I want to see the nation united. North and South -- united. Black and white -- united. Rural and urban -- united."

The President adjusted his style after his campaign advisors concluded that the sharper anti-Reagan language of the last five weeks was backfiring.

Later, the President told a "town meeting", he disagreed with Reagan's suggestion that the United States has no choice but to stay neutral in the Iran-Iraq war.

Christian Lawyers' Forum

The St. Thomas More Law Colloquium was founded in 1978 at the "Christian Lawyers' Forum." It sponsors several meetings each semester for discussion about issues at the crossroads of law and faith.

McDonough (continued from page 1)

to socialism, McDonough cited the inadequacies of the Conservative and Liberal post World War II governments.

"Of all the grievous woes from which Britain is suffering, far more are caused or partly caused by errors in economic policy... and the great thing about economic factors is that... they are equally the easiest things to identify and to offer a remedy for. Most economic errors in Britain have been directly the fault of government," he said.

McDonough further commented that government's duty is to indirectly hold down inflation through limited spending. Through this process, other problems can be more adequately tackled.

"Once you've got inflation under control... then your social and moral and political problems and all the spin-offs can with luck, under that umbrella of the right economic policies, find a new and better level," he said.

Quoting Keith Joseph, the Secretary of State for Industry, McDonough summed up the Conservative Party's philosophy about cutting the ills of society, "The end of inflation wouldn't solve our other problems, but it would create an environment within which they will be solvable in the course of time."

Considering the views which led to the present state of affairs in Great Britain, McDonough indicted the administrations of the post-war period with charges of "poisoning" the system through, "progressive, direct taxation...nationalization...the welfare state...laws which produce an anti-enterprise culture,... a heavily politicized trade union movement,..."

"...and radicalism, the idea you can create a structure of society through the statute books."

**UNIFIED WAY STUDENT CAMPAIGN**

"WE'RE ALL IN THIS TOGETHER"
ND STUDENT BODY
HALL PRESIDENTS COUNCIL
ND STUDENT GOVERNMENT
BR. JOE McTAGGART
PICTURE PEOPLE (above)
HALL VICE-PRESIDENTS

(Thanks to you all)

HALL CHAIRPERSONS
SECTION COLLECTORS
JAY TRAVERE
SEAN'S COLLECTION CREW
GARY MULDOON
HALL COMMUNITY SERVICES
LOUISE NYE
DIE. (good luck Sean Digan and Joe Orie, next year's chairmen)
Paramount Pictures Presents a Wildwood Enterprises Production "Ordinary People"
Donald Sutherland • Mary Tyler Moore • Judd Hirsch • Timothy Hutton • Music Adapted by Marvin Hamlisch
Based Upon the Novel by Judith Guest • Screenplay by Alvin Sargent • Produced by Ronald L. Schwary
Directed by Robert Redford
A Paramount Picture

Copyright © MCMXXX by Paramount Pictures Corporation. All Rights Reserved.
The high incidence of off-campus crime continues to plague students, despite the positive efforts undertaken by both the South Bend government and the Off-Campus Commission (OCC) to alleviate crime. This is evident as 32 officers have cut personnel.

South Bend Mayor Roger Parente's recent allocation of $30,000 to the city police force in an attempt to maintain law and order should abate some of the claims made by ND-SMC students that the city government is indifferent to their plight.

The additional funding, taken from federal revenue sharing funds, will allow for 555 more man hours in a two-week pay period plus the addition of 11 new recruits to the squad, effective after they undergo the necessary twelve-month training period.

Parente, when requesting the funds, blamed the economic malaise of the nation and South Bend for the increase in the crime rate. Since the city force has been cut by 52 officers over the last three years, the interest of austerity, his assumption appears to be on target. And, when the crime rate incresas, a near-skeleton force cannot be expected to keep up with the caseload.

This sad state of affairs does not, however, absolve the department of its responsibility to protect all the residents of South Bend. Nor, according to City Attorney Richard Hill, should it. But Hill sees that a partial solution to the problem must involve the students taking a more active role in crime prevention.

At a recent meeting called by the OCC to discuss crime prevention methods however, only a handful of the off campus students attended. This apathetic response is shameful, especially after the students so quickly and so vocally cast aspersions on the city hierarchy in its failed attempts toward the students' situation.

As Hill points out, students are an "easy mark" for robbery. They are not home much of the time and their relationship with the rest of the neighborhood is not, for the most part, entirely congenial. Although this response is not unusual among the problems of the different lifestyles involved, neighborhood groups now forming to fight crime provide an excellent opportunity for students to open channels of communication.

Students, in the long run, have the final responsibility for their own protection. The police, with their limited resources, cannot be expected to stop all crimes before they occur. The burden of being alert, therefore, falls on a new form of protection.

The police budget increase has already produced some results, as an undercoversquad last week conducted a successful raid in the Five Points area. This indicates that the police are serious in their efforts to crack down on the criminals, and that their reluctance to discuss this, or any, matter of public interest regarding the crime rate, with The Observer, stems not from a lack of communication, but from their desire to maintain public confidence in their ability to handle the problem.
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In assuming the leadership of the Free World after World War II, America committed itself to the "containment" of Communist expansion and to protect the human and democratic values of the Western world. The Soviet Union, obviously enough, was the focal object to be isolated. In practice, the anti-Soviet rhetoric has been accompanied, quite anti-Soviet rhetoric has been infiltrated in the collective American ego a "we-they" mentality; instead, we have demanded we act to set up America as a demagogue and proposed as a counterpoint to opposition to Communist aggression.

Throughout the progression of time, we have witnessed the U.S. reacted to its perception of "containment's" original intent. Rather than taking the initiative build alliances, and the United Nations as a counter change to the United States, even if not the duty nor the place to undertake adventures for the United States are all-too-aware of our evident moral and military superiority, and are even more人均将 our consciences more... I think it is fitting here to note that my acquaintance with political science who studied the Iran situation, and especially with persons who have visited Iran, has been limited. The United States cannot ignore the fact that has committed horrible crimes against the people of Iran. Nobody else will. Clearly, the "losing face" in the world community by "bucking down" to the "lesser" nation of Iran. But the Carter Administration in fact known that the core of its foreign policy is the protection of human rights. If any policy is to be effective, it must above all end this public relations disaster. S. cannot carry the burden of a "stalemate" to the advantage of the Iranian people. The issue of U.S. foreign policy and its support for human rights are indeed a leader of the Free World. The choice in Iran is honestly re...
Phil Carter (22), who was injured in the 26-21 win over Michigan State last weekend will be the holder against Miami tomorrow. The Irish, who average 266.7 yards on the ground per game, will replace the Tacoma, Wash. native with junior Jim Stine. (Photo by John Macer)

At QB
Kelly directs Hurricanes

by Holly Byer and Peter S. Hamm
The Hurricane

Jim Kelly, the East Brady, Pa. High School legend, whose number 12 jersey has retired upon his graduation is well on his way to becoming a legend at the University of Miami.

He's presently rated by some watchers as the finest quarterback of Miami, the team has had since George Mira, whose number 12 jersey has retired upon his graduation is well on his way to becoming a legend, whose number 12 jersey has retired upon his graduation.

He started the last three games for UM, but was knocked out early by injuries against Alabama and against Notre Dame in Tokyo, the final game of the season he connected for 10 of 17 aerials against the University of Notre Dame, picking up 165 yards and one touchdown in the 30-24 Hurricane victory over the Gators.

Overall in 1979, over the four games he played in Kelly was 48-for-104 for 721 yards and five touchdowns, and was intercepted six times. He started the last three games for UM, but was knocked out early by injuries against Alabama and against Notre Dame in Tokyo, the final game of the season he connected for 10 of 17 aerials against the University of Notre Dame, picking up 165 yards and one touchdown in the 30-24 Hurricane victory over the Gators.

It didn't always look so rosey. In the second quarter Kelly had a comedy of errors in the first half, such as backs running the wrong way. He is confident, though that the errors will clear up soon. His combination so far, with the way that the offense gets enough credit, "It's a great honor. I'm very excited about it, but really should go to everyone. I don't feel the offense gets enough credit," Kelly said.

Kelly combined with Craig MacCoy for the 14-7 win. Kelly completed five of 12 passes for 78 yards on the ground per game, will replace the Tacoma, Wash. native with junior Jim Stine. (Photo by John Macer)

The number one rushing defense in the whole bloody nation for one thing. Does anyone believe that Miami (of Florida) has given up an average of 15.5 yards a game on the ground? "It's a great team; trying to get to everyone. I don't feel the offense gets enough credit," Kelly said.

Kelly completed nine of 13 for 144 yards against the Rattlers, and helped the team get revenue for last year's tragic 16-13 loss on a missed fieldgoal in the final minute.

The number one rushing defense in the whole bloody nation for one thing. Does anyone believe that Miami (of Florida) has given up an average of 15.5 yards a game on the ground? "It's a great team; trying to get to everyone. I don't feel the offense gets enough credit," Kelly said.

They think they can get a few pints tomorrow, courtesy of the Fighting Irish blood bank and they got some numbers to back up their claim. The number one rushing defense in the whole bloody nation for one thing. Does anyone believe that Miami (of Florida) has given up an average of 15.5 yards a game on the ground? "It's a great team; trying to get to everyone. I don't feel the offense gets enough credit," Kelly said.

They're number five nationally in total defense, yielding 176.7 yards per game in toto. They beat Houston, 14-7, and edged Florida State, 10-9. That's the same Florida State that upset Notre Dame last Saturday, by the way. The Hurricane defense has given up only two touchdowns. Their offense has countered with 12.

They are averaging 361 yards per game. "Miami beat Houston, they beat Florida State and today Florida State kicked Nebraska," Dan Davino reminded me on the bus from East Lansing last Saturday.

"Those are three pretty good teams we're talking about. And it looks like Miami might be better than all of them."

Meanwhile, back at the homefront, Davino is preparing for the possibility of going into tomorrow's game without the services of sophomore sensation, Phil Carter who suffered a bruised thigh against Michigan State. Carter

(continued on page 12)
Talk about good news and bad news — Jim Stone, a senior halfback for Notre Dame, has heard it all this week. The first good news came when Stone realized he would see a lot of action against Miami, a real challenge, but that as Miami boasts the best defense in the nation against the rush. The bad news involved Stone’s roommate, Phil Carter. Carter, who Stone is slated to replace, sustained a severely bruised thigh in last week’s contest against Michigan State. It’s hardly easy to rejoice in your own good luck when it involves the misfortune of a good friend. A visit from his high school friend who lives 2,000 miles away in Seattle, Wash., has to be good news. “They don’t get out as often as they would like,” Stone said Jim earlier this week when discussing his family’s upcoming visit. “This weekend will be the first time this year that they’ve come. It’s especially nice that they’ll get a chance to see everyone play.”

But, Jim Stone and his family have to be anything but happy this week as brother Dan lies in a hospital bed back home recuperating from knee surgery. Dan, who joins Jim and a third brother, Chris, as an Irish football player, suffered a knee cartilage in his knee playing against the physical Spartans. “During rec, I didn’t influence them in any way,” said Jim of his younger brothers’ decisions to play for Notre Dame. “I decided to stand by them and support them all the way.”

As far away from home that I am, having them (Chris and Dan) around helps keep me happy. But just how did Jim, a graduate of John F. Kennedy High School, come to choose Notre Dame over schools closer to home, like USC or Washington? “My father wanted me to stay at home and go to Washington. But after we talked it over, he saw that Notre Dame was the place for me.”

“My reasons for choosing to come here were simple. It has everything I wanted. It’s a good school and has a good athletic program; plus it offers good job opportunities after graduation.”

Not only is Jim the senior Stone brother, he is also the senior member of the Notre Dame backfield. “The only senior running back, and I think the guys look at me as their leader,” says Stone, who finished sixth in the nation last year in kickoff returns with 19 for a 23.5-yard average. “I try to keep them going in practice and in the game. I always think the team comes first, and if I do the best I can, hopefully I can help the team.”

“The kids do look up to him,” Jim says Gruden, the Irish running back coach. “He’s very personable and they all like him a great deal.

“He’s a senior and not starting, but he works the same as a freshman, I think that says a lot for his attitude.”

“Family, that’s this year’s theme,” said the big brother of Irish running backs. “We are very close and push each other.”

Stone, who has held the position of backup for Vagas Ferguson and now Carter, isn’t worried about not holding a starting slot.

“I don’t think you necessarily have to start,” said Stone, who did not consider playing for boyhood dream of playing pro football. “You just have to perform your best. Stone, who hopes to follow his communications major into a public relations career, possesses the backing and strength to perform well,” according to Gruden. “He looks like he’s not thinking about the others, but he runs about a 9.8-100,” said Gruden of the 6-1, 198-pounder. “He has good size and is a very good receiver with very good hands.”

Stone, who captained JFK’s football, basketball and track teams his senior year, is not particularly worried about Miami this weekend, although he does admit the Hurricane defense will present more of a challenge than running back.

“Any team we play wants to beat us, and wants to beat us bad,” said Stone. “We just have to go out and prepare as running back.”

With all the bad news Jim Stone has heard this week, he said the best news was the unbraided. His talent and desire to do his best may just be bad news for the Hurricane and good news for the Irish.

Stone: old man in Irish backfield

by Beth Huffman
Sports Editor

It’s a good school and has a good athletic summer. “Knowing that I had to spend a big portion of my time getting back in shape in order to get a shot at considerable playing time, I decided to take a trip out to Los Angeles to visit my brother who is a bodybuilder at a local club. We had a rigorous program where we began each day by running on the Santa Monica beach so I could strengthen my ankle which had just been removed from a cast. Then we would work out in the afternoon and usually run some more after dinner. It was quite an opportunity for me to get back into playing shape while having a fairly enjoyable summer.”

Although classified by many as being a less than glamorous position, offensive guard seems to have caught this man’s eye. “I’m really starting to enjoy the position. It is very satisfying to make a block that opens a hole for a big gain. I try to perform my assignment the best way possible and that is to stay with my block until, ideally, I have blocked my man to the ground. The thing I enjoy most about the guard position is pulling. Coming off the line and running full speed to block someone in a hole.”

Tutoring Gagnon at this new position has been the job of interior line coach Bill Meyers. “Coach Meyers has been nothing but helpful and useful. He is talking and respect him greatly. After all, there was a lot I had to learn in a very short period of time, so having a good teacher like Coach Meyers made things much easier.”

The requirements of playing football here at Notre Dame have been described by many as being very extensive, but the challenge of competing successfully in both the classroom and on the field has been welcomed by Gagnon. He seems to have put football in perspective just as many of his fellow athletes have as they realize the importance of a quality education. Such an education was a prerequisite for Gagnon when he made his final decision on what school to attend.

“I visited Purdue, Wisconsin, Michigan State, and Notre Dame. I have the unique opportunity of playing against the top teams in the country while also receiving an excellent education. Right now majoring in Finance and taking some law courses to prepare for possibly going to Law School.”

With all the bad news Jim Stone has heard this week, he said the best news was the unbraided. His talent and desire to do his best may just be bad news for the Hurricane and good news for the Irish.

At left guard

Gagnon opens way for running backs

by Mike Olinek
Sports Writer

Despite being considered an open spot only one month ago, there is now little doubt that senior tackle Robbie Gagnon has emerged as the left guard position on Notre Dame’s offensive line. Standing at 6-3 and weighing 320 pounds, Robbie Gagnon seems very comfortable opening holes and protecting quarterbacks for the Irish offensive unit.

This is not to say that offense has been anything but hard before the season and it continually. Although we have another important that we are seriously challenged each weekend well. Hopefully, the hard work related to Robbie Gagnon’s preparation will pay big dividends in games such as the upcoming Miami contest, as the Irish Extra • Friday, October 10, 1980 • page 10
Flanker Holohan displays receiving, blocking talents

by Brian Beglane
Sports Writer

Presession prognosticators raised many questions in July when the question of Notre Dame quarterback came up. Who would add depth to the Irish offense? Would the fighting Irish return to the winning ways that characterized their 1979 season? Would Dan Devine start a freshman? The question certainly became old in a hurry.

The opposite end of that question, however, never became an issue. The Irish coaching staff realized in the fall that Mark Hannukela was going to be their quarterback.

"I just like to be involved in the play," says Mark Hannukela. "Pete, "who I" look at the receiver as a blocker. On the sweep I'm the first one down field so naturally I am being used as a blocker. Like I said, I just enjoy being in the play."-

Hannukela moved into the Irish lineup as a regular after his sophomore year following Presession surgery to Tom Domin. He played in the show quite admirably, finishing second in receiving with 20 catches for 301 yards while starting seven games.

In his sophomore year, an American Studies major in the College of Arts and Letters, started all 11 games and ended third on the club with 22 receptions for 568 yards and a 17.5 average.

Irish fans will remember Holohan as the receiver of the touchdown pass that capped a futile Irish comeback at Southern Cal two years ago. He also caught four passes each in games against Air Force and South Carolina last year. "Playing here has been fun," said Holohan. "The guys over here are good friends and we enjoy what we do. It's been very rewarding — I have no regrets.

"I know a lot of people were saying we had perhaps the best trio of receivers in Irish history this year. It was true about me, but I can sure say so for the other guys. They make it easy for me.

"As a team this year, we have to take each game at a time — with our schedule there is no other way to do it. We're optimistic but we can't look too far ahead. Tomorrow, for instance, Miami is going to be a very tough team."

Holohan came on the Irish campus his rookie year with quite a bit of honor. A senior at Liverpool High School, he became the first athlete in New York state history to be named first-team all-state in both football and basketball. Choosing between basketball and football, in fact, was a decision he had to make.

"It sure was an easy thing to decide," explained Pete. "I enjoyed playing both in high school and I did have some offers for basketball. I have no regrets about my choice, though."

Now his outlet for the hardwood is the current court of the Boilermakers Basketball tournament, in which he has competed for the last three seasons.

"It's a lot of fun," he says, "and winning it would be a nice way to go out my senior year."

That and the possibility of a pro football contract.

"If the opportunity comes up," said Holohan, "that will be great. But I am not counting on a career as a pro. I'll just play it by ear."

By Mark Hannukela
Sports Writer

Some guys go into coaching after a successful playing career as a way of getting involved in the game they love. Others just kind of fall into the role of coach, whether they were at or player and receiver coach. "I had a great deal of respect for my high school coach, which had some effect on me, but basically coaching was just something I always wanted to do," said Holohan.

In his first year as a coach, Toman has his own reasons for doing this. "Our players who are currently in the professional ranks, among them Joe Montana, Randy Lorch, Ken MacAleen and Kris Haines. Much of the success they have achieved can be attributed to the efforts of Toman, although he shuns the praise, "The only thing I really had to do with the development of those guys was to keep them through practice. They are all extremely talented players, and that's on him."

It was Montana's injury in the Rose Bowl that Toman saw as a great athlete that he was able to correct any problems on his own. He could handle any situation. There's not much you have to do with a guy like that."

In addition to the former Irish star now playing professional football, Toman has also been responsible for the development of Lenell Eddy, former Cincinnati Bengals running back, and Steve Foley, a quarterback at Tulane who is now a defensive back with the Denver Broncos.

Now, Toman is in charge of seeing to the well being of future Irish stars Markie Tiel and Karan Houser. Tiel and Houser, who is a sophomore, would be speculated with Holohan's starting role in this week's game at Tulane. Tiel took time off the field during the week during some classes to talk about the effect his coach has had on him.

"Coach Toman is just a fantastic coach and person. I think he could teach anybody anything. He has a lot of knowledge of the game, and will take his time to explain things to people."-

"He's also a very emotional coach," said Holohan. "He says call him a perfectionist because he has a certain way he wants things done, and won't settle for anything less."

At the daily practice sessions, one can find Toman walking around explaining, complimenting, offering words of praise as much as those of criticism. A sampling of his banter: "All right, all right, there you go."

"Ok, that's better Mike."

"You've gotta come over the top with that, Marc."

"Hey,hey, That's a baby. That's a hell of a lot better Tripge."

"Try, try, C'mon, you see these other guys out here busting their... don't you?"

Toman has his own reasons for doing this. "Our guys must be able to handle pressure situations. In practice, we try to simulate those game pressure situations. It is the quarterback's job to make things happen, and for that role, we want a guy who has command of his own abilities, someone who is not going to be denied. If they can't do it in practice, they're not going to do it in a game."

With this week's game being only the fourth on the Irish schedule this season, it may be a bit too early to start projecting where the Irish will be at season's end. But in listening to Ron Toman, one finds himself confronted with a very bright outlook.

This club has a lot of pride, and it wants to win very badly. They just have the feeling that they are not going to be denied in any situation. They are very close, and help each other out better than any other club I've ever been around. It's uncanny.

"It's really too early to tell what might happen in the future," Toman continued, "but I do know that this is a team with a awful lot of potential. If they stay a close-knit group, there's no telling how far they can go."

With Dan Devine's job opening up at the end of this year, has the Missouri native given any thought to being the next coach at Notre Dame?

"I haven't even begun to think about the future," answers Toman. "I'll let that take care of itself!"

"Well you would like to someday return to the head coaching ranks?"

"Oh, you bet. That's what you live for in this game."

It's something Ron Toman has been living for since his high school playing days. If he keeps it up, it's also going to be something he will get.

Injury update

Reports issued today announced Irish right end Dean Mastnak would be absent from Notre Dame's lineup for four-to-six weeks with a sprained ankle. Starting tailback Phil Carter will also remain sidelined during the Miami game. Carter sustained a bruised thigh in last week's game at Michigan State. Cornerback Dave Dunson should see action against the Hurricanes despite an ankle injury aggravates...
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**Game Notes**

**Site:** Notre Dame Stadium, (59,075)

**Time:** 1:30 p.m. EST

**Radio:** Notre Dame-Mutual Radio

**Television:** Notre Dame-MetroSports Replay WNDU-TV

**Band show features alumni reunion**

If you think that you are seeing double during the band's performance on Saturday, don't worry. There will be an extra 250 people in the band that day.

It's the first big alumni reunion. People representing the classes of 1931 through 1980 will be playing and marching along with the band. The alumni "alums" got together once before by invitation to Robert H. Healy, who was 74th year director in 1977. They enjoyed it so much that they decided to do it again.

This band halftime show is entitled "A Salute to March Music" and the band will present some of the greatest hits of all time. The music will be to the famous Austrian composition, The Thunderer, Holzbachmann. The next selection features the low brass section in Peerless Baker.

From this style of march the band switches to a very unique style of the Richard Rodgers musical "The King and I" March of The Siamese Children. For another change of pace the group plays a medley of circus marches including The Cendolla March and Barnum and Bailey's Favorite. For the finale, the band wings to a medley of John Philip Sousa's marches comprised of his Liberty Bell March, The Washington Post and the Stars and Stripes Forever.

The halftime show will be joined by the alumni for two of their school songs, Down the Line and Here, Notre Dame. After a salute to Ara Parseghian, the band will say Notre Dame, Dar Mother and the Notre Dame Victory March.

The halftime activities will not be the only thing that the band participates in. There will also be the traditional pre and post game shows and the band will again be joined by the alumni for this. A pre-game concert will be given on the steps of the Administration building.

**Michigan State at Notre Dame**

**Football**

**Notre Dame**

**The Irish Extra**

**Phil Egan**
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The halftime show will be joined by the alumni for two of their school songs, Down the Line and Here, Notre Dame. After a salute to Ara Parseghian, the band will say Notre Dame, Dar Mother and the Notre Dame Victory March.

The halftime activities will not be the only thing that the band participates in. There will also be the traditional pre and post game shows and the band will again be joined by the alumni for this. A pre-game concert will be given on the steps of the Administration building.
**Features**

**‘Outcasts’ Debuts Tomorrow**

**Adri Trigiani**

The Outsists is the same of the original concept: improvisational comedy group which makes its debut tonight at 8 p.m. at the La Fortune Ballroom. The first question I get asked about the group is "Who did it?" No one seems to want to have surfaced from out of nowhere. Any truth to that?

We (Anne Slowey, Regina Pratt, Annie Patterson, Mimi Common, Mary Pigott, Pierucci Holeman, Kathleen Maccio, Katie Willson and Adri Trigiani) believe in the notion that one should come from nothing and be funny. We started with the basic nutrients of improvisational theatre and have eventually worked to the point of performance. We think in terms of Chicago’s Second City and New York’s DENTED. In a sense, we possess an elegance as well as a theatricality — and the experience in our group ranges from professional summer stock to the dramatics of accepting a high school diploma in front of a large crowd.

We use what we have to the best of our abilities and the best of our dramatic sensibilities. We also have a complete technical crew; set design by Roselie Bellanca, lights and sound by Brian Wolfe, music by the Emmanuel Singers, and choreography by Kathleen Maccio. There is a deepness of commitment within the group to produce an evening worthy of our audience.

The Emmanuel Singers are one of the most interesting groups of young singers to hit either campus in years. As for The Outsists, our dramatic moment of coalescence is found in situations dealing with soap operas, men, politics, and chocolate to exercising, punk rock, and Frank Zappa. Audience participation is used extensively throughout the show. Bring your sense of humor.

This show is sponsored by The Cooperative Department of Communication and Theatre. There is a dollar donation which we request at the door the Emmanuel Singers will benefit greatly from it. And, as the sign says: "Everybody wants a girl like the girl that married dear Old Dad." These woman aren’t. Please come. It’s our first date.

Adri Trigiani is one of The Outsists and a senior at Saint Mary’s.

---

**The Feminist Art of Louise Pierucci Holeman**

The paper and fabric exhibit by Louise Pierucci Holeman on display in Saint Mary’s Moreau Gallery through Oct. 1980, serves as a celebration of women. Her work is the embodiment of that same Art because it is born in emotions that work their way outward, thus presenting an image that evokes a response of female Holmean style possesses a universal appeal, yet speaks a message that is especially for the female gender.

Why should one distinguish between male and female art? Because if one’s experience as an artist is a concept she doesn’t express her statement, then it cannot be denied that the condition of women in general must influence a female’s Holmean vision. You see fiber and fiber directly reflect her own emotional and intellectual spheres that Holeman was able to decipher, through these mergings of her expressive surface upon which her life’s experiences are related.

Holeman remarks a primarily female audience, “a woman’s existence in our society is one upon waiting...waiting for things to happen.”

---

**Teri L. Cafari**

The forty-three year old Holeman purports to being a feminist, but this admission came only after an emotional maturation, in which she was able to shake off the old bonds usually connected with the label, a feminist in her vernacular is “a woman who can be all she wants to, whether she is married or not”, not an emancipated female with lesbian tendencies.

During a talk in serious but encouraging tones, the artist incited the female audience to the experience living and working on their own, the building of themselves, whether married or not. "Don’t look at yourself as a failure, believe you can do anything."

The life and work of Ms. Holeman can serve as a source of inspiration to any aspiring talent. Not only is she an internationally known fibers artist represented in permanent collections as well as corporations, but she is also a college professor having taught art at Carnegie-Mellon University in Pittsburgh from 1975-79.

Choosing to leave her comfortable parshouse surroundings of 20 years, she recently moved to Austin, Texas, to do graduate work and teach part time. She says, "I’m new to a new lifestyle, finding Texans to be ‘not so smooth and a little more real’ than their Pennsylvania contemporaries.

Her materials range from paper to wood to synthetic fiber and the content of her work runs the gamut from strictly decorative with no interior value to the modern, integrated with psychological narrative. Still, undeniably, woven throughout these sundry aspects, the expression is the very complex, provaccine is Louise Pierucci Holeman.

Teri L. Cafari is a Humanistic Studies major from Saint Mary’s College.
**LETTERS TO A LONELY GOD**

*A Letter from David to Jonathan*

**Rev. Robert Griffin**

When I think back to how we met, I laugh. There were on the corner, feverishly dispensing literature and seeking a lot of noise about Jewish identity. When I tried to ignore you, you chatted away, as if it didn't matter to you, and I got used to the way you talked. I retired in my intellectual, very-matter-of-fact-way, that you and I had second thoughts about our feelings needed an outlet; that Judaism was a threat and inhibition to my "free expression" and "total creation." Well, the more we argued, the more irritated I became, until we found ourselves shouting at each other. That I desired you, and yet, you made me feel com­

**Features**

**REEL REVIEWS**

*‘Stardust Memories’--Jaded Rehash*

Woody Allen has succeeded in repeating his past works simul­

*Ryan Ver Berkmoes*

**effects (e.g., What's Up, Tiger Lily?), are brainless baboons, and those who appreciated his recent stuff are intellectual lam­

and, therefore, are quite good, given their material. Yet, it's a free country, and if you want to abuse those who like you, "you may not do so," the new self-appointed censor, in the name of the others, is lacking.

**Lyric love interests are played by Charlotte Rampling, Marie-Christine Barrault (both sufficiently intelligent European sex symbols), and the domestic Jessica Harper. Her performances, like most of the others, are quite good, given their material. Yet, it's a free country, and if you want to abuse those who like you, "you may not do so," the new self-appointed censor, in the name of the others, is lacking.
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Campus

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 10

8:12 p.m. - lecture, "enforcement of ethics in the U.S. congress," william j. haskins, eng. 101 law school
5:30 p.m. - perspectives in the philosophy of science: descriptive or prescriptive," prof. cald. heman, mem. library aud.
5:30 p.m. - lecture, "unintended workers: current immigration research," dr. jorge hastamante, colegio de mexico, 541 d'bag.

4 p.m. - earth sciences lecture, "practical aspects of geophysics," william j. haskins, 101 earth sciences building.
5 p.m. - inaugural lecture, "the strange world of chemical oscillations & catastrophes," dr. roger a. schmitz, ece aud.
11 p.m. - mass and supper, bolla shed.

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 11

7,9,11 p.m. - film, "all the president's men" carroll hall nce.
7,9,11 p.m. - film, "the seduction of joe tynan," engl. aud.

Country rock meeting

The Country Rock Jam committee will meet Monday at 7 p.m. in LaFortune ballroom. All security, stage crew, ticket takers, dressing room coordinators and staff are required to attend. Any questions, call student union at 7757.

St. Mary's fencers to meet

Novice practice for those interested in joining Saint Mary's fencing team will begin Monday, October 13 at 7 p.m. in angela. For more information call Sharon Moore at 5145 or Ann Hendrick at 526.

Molarity

FRANK ZAPPA
in concert
Notre Dame ACC
Friday Nov 14th

Student Lottery: Sunday, Oct.12, 7p.m.
Lafortune Ballroom bring Student ID-$9.00/$8.00

MASS followed by supper every FRIDAY at the
BULLA SHED
5:15 pm

The Daily Crossword
With 1-3 record
Spikers head for St. Francis
by Mark Hannakula
Sports Writer

Following a tough loss to a strong Indiana State team, the Notre Dame women's volleyball team will head for Joliet, Ill., where it will take part in the St. Francis Tournament.

A total of six teams are scheduled to compete in the tournament, which is slated to start under way this evening, including St. Mary's, Chicago State, and host St. Francis College.

"This tournament is run in a pool format," Notre Dame Coach Sandy Vanslager said yesterday. "I think with the breakthrough that we have, we have a better than 50-50 chance of reaching the finals. If we make it that far, we will probably have to face Chicago State, and they're supposed to be better than Indiana State from what I hear. I would have to say that they're the team to beat.

"But if we make it that far, or even the semi-finals, I'll be extremely pleased."

Thus far, the Irish have struggled to a 1-3 record, with their lone win coming against Purdue-Calumet. Wednesday night's loss to the Sycamores was especially tough because the Irish were up against a Division III foe that held them to only 16 points in winning all three matches.

"While the loss was a disappointing one for Vanslager, she is far from ready to give up on the season.

"Our problem Wednesday night was that we weren't hitting hard enough. We weren't putting as much power into our shots as we normally do in practice. I think that might be because the girls were a little bit nervous about playing a Division I school. But we have a very young team, and we are capable of playing better than we did."

"Just now we are beginning to come together as a team," she concluded. "I'm not too disappointed in our season performance yet. I think maybe once we get by this tournament, we can pull out the last part of our schedule."

Sports Briefs
Novice practice for those interested in joining Saint Mary's tennis team will begin Monday, October 15 at 7 p.m., in Angela. For more information call Sharon Moore at 5143 or Ann Hendrick at 5256.

Amos Otis ran his way into the record books last night as the Kansas City Royals edged the New York Yankees, 3-2, to go 2-2-2 lead in the American League Championship Series. Otis' stolen base in the sixth inning gave the Kansas City veteran eight career steals in playoff competition, tying Joe Morgan for the major league high.

Aikens dug Washington's relay out of the dirt to complete a game-ending double play. A record Kansas City baseball crowd of 42,633, cheering for the Royals to average their 1976-77-'78 playoff losses to the hated Yankees, had little to cheer about until the Royals struck swiftly in the third inning.

With one out, Porter lined a single to right field and White's throw to the second baseman skipped through the right side on the artificial turf for a base hit. Porter as second.

Washington, who doubled home the final two runs in the Royals' 2-0 opening game, stroked a single up the middle for the lead in the American League record books.

... (continued from page 20)
Successful Buoniconti rips NFL

Bruce Lawton
AP Sports Writer

Nick Buoniconti received a degree when he left college to play pro football and because of his foresight while he was playing, he had a second career waiting for him when he left the game. "Nick Buoniconti is very fortunate— and perhaps very much the minority," Buoniconti says.

He is a graduate of Notre Dame, a former linebacker of the Boston Patriots (1962-68) and Miami Dolphins (1969-74, 76), a lawyer, a player agent, a public speaker, and after years of "No Name" anonymity, a star of the Natural Lite series.

None of it was an accident. He worked for it, worked hard. He looks around now, just as he did as a player during the 1960s and '70s, and sees athletes setting themselves up for a gigantic crash when their playing days end. It is, he believes, "the No. 1 problem in the National Football League."

The drug arrest of Bob Hayes and the suicide of Jim Tyrer are only the most dramatic instances of former players incapable of dealing with the real world. Too many players, either without degrees or with meaningless ones, are unable to cope when they no longer are pampered, when their every whim no longer is taken care of— when they have to be like everyone else.

Buoniconti, in an oblique way, says the NFL deserves at least a bit of the blame for the problem and thinks it's time the League and its teams begin doing something about it.

"Look at the Jim Tyrer thing," Buoniconti says. "It's unemployable, ends up shooting his wife, shooting himself. You just wonder, did he ever really make the adjustment out of football? Did he prepare himself while he was playing? I don't know. I knew Jim very well. He was just a real lovable guy. Who knows? He just couldn't cope, I guess. A lot of guys can't cope with it. That's my biggest concern."

Many players, he thinks, live a very narrow, almost sheltered existence and that, "when they retire, unless they really have something, a business to go into, a profession to fall back on, it's a tough adjustment. You see a lot of problems develop in marital situations because their minds aren't out beyond football. Many players have no idea what they're going to do. That's the problem. They really feel they'll cross that bridge when the time comes."

"A lot of younger players don't want to hear about the future, about life after football. All they want is to be patted on the back and be told how great they are. And I've seen guys who played 10, 12 years and never had an off-season job, never got into anything, never tried to find out whether they have an appetite for coaching, or anything. So they just let it go. Then they cross the bridge and it becomes an experimental thing."

And into the water, they crash. No. 1 problem in the National Football League. It is, he believes, the very narrow, almost sheltered one of former players incapable of coping with the real world. Too many players, either without degrees or with meaningless ones, are unable to cope when they no longer are pampered, when their every whim no longer is taken care of— when they have to be like everyone else. Buoniconti, in an oblique way, says the NFL deserves at least a bit of the blame for the problem and thinks it's time the League and its teams begin doing something about it.

"Look at the Jim Tyrer thing," Buoniconti says. "It's unemployable, ends up shooting his wife, shooting himself. You just wonder, did he ever really make the adjustment out of football? Did he prepare himself while he was playing? I don't know. I knew Jim very well. He was just a real lovable guy. Who knows? He just couldn't cope, I guess. A lot of guys can't cope with it. That's my biggest concern."

Many players, he thinks, live a very narrow, almost sheltered existence and that, "when they retire, unless they really have something, a business to go into, a profession to fall back on, it's a tough adjustment. You see a lot of problems develop in marital situations because their minds aren't out beyond football. Many players have no idea what they're going to do. That's the problem. They really feel they'll cross that bridge when the time comes."

"A lot of younger players don't want to hear about the future, about life after football. All they want is to be patted on the back and be told how great they are. And I've seen guys who played 10, 12 years and never had an off-season job, never got into anything, never tried to find out whether they have an appetite for coaching, or anything. So they just let it go. Then they cross the bridge and it becomes an experimental thing."

And into the water, they crash.
by Mark Hannukela
Sports Writer

George Lams is a good kid. His mother saw to that. "Rather than pressure me into playing the game, she taught me to kind of use it against me," recalls the starting center fielder on Coach Larry Gallo's Irish baseball team. "It was a way for her to keep me in line. She would say things like 'If you keep it up, I'm not going to let you go out and play ball today.' That was enough incentive for me."

"But they never really pushed me into the game. They didn't have to. With two older brothers around, I became interested in the game fairly early. I played with them and their friends all the time. I was always around the older guys," he said.

"The only thing i didn't really like was his playing football," replies Mrs. John Lams, George's mother, to her son's charges. "We never really pushed him away from playing baseball, all through with so many of us around (George is one of seven kids in the Lams family) I suppose I could have said that a few times."

"We thoroughly enjoy going to the games now, though," said Mrs. Lams. "We try to see all of them. We're pretty well repre­ sented at times, too. Counting grandparents, uncles, aunts, we can get as many as 17 people to a game."

Obviously, Lams has benefited from staying out of trouble. A native of South Bend, Lams took his 1977 Clay High School diploma and showed off for Annapolis, Md., where he open­ ed his collegiate career as a Midshipman outfielder at the Naval Academy.

One year later, Lams decided to return to South Bend and to Notre Dame and, after sitting out a year, Lams joined the Irish baseball team.

"To go to the Naval Academy, you almost have to want to make the Navy a career," said Lams. "They wanted nine years of my life and I decided after a year that that really wasn't for me." I'm glad I had a school like Notre Dame to fall back on. I haven't lost anything in terms of education. I'm a million times happier here than I was there."

Thus far this season, Lams, who is a senior mechanical engineer, has appeared in ten of the 11 Irish contests, collecting nine singles in 27 at bats. He is fourth on the team in walks, and tied for first with five stolen bases. Herein lies his major asset to Gallo's squad - he gets on base.

"I'm a million times happier here . . . ."

"It's very comforting for me to know that I can shuffle George anywhere in the line-up, and he'll do a good job for us," Gallo said by phone earlier this week. "He knows his spots, and he will hit well all fields. He always seems to get on base, and once he does, that's all he has to do. If he makes a hit, he is our hitting leader."

"As far as team goals go, our big objective this year is to get an NCAA bid. We are going to try to have at least as good a season as we had last year. Since we finished 29-8 last season, I guess 30 wins would be a big goal for us too," Lams, who has yet to make an error this season (knock on wood), has apparently adjusted well to his new centerfield position. The starting leftfielder for then-Coach Tom Kelley last season, Lams was switched due to the loss by graduation of Greg Rodens, and the theory of new Coach Gallo.

"I can't really say enough about George."

"I'm a very firm believer in the 'strength up the middle' theory," says Gallo, "where you are strong defensively at the catching, second base, shortstop, and third base positions. George has such excellent speed, and is so good defensively, that we are very confident with him out there. With him and Danny Staikos (in center) and right, we know that anything hit out that way is going to be caught."

"George and Dan really complement each other well in the outfield. They have been playing together for a few years now, and they each other like a book. They both have excellent speed, and, as I said before, we know that they're going to flag down anything hit out there."

Lams agrees with his coach when it comes to Staikos.

"Dan and I are good friends, and we play pretty well together. He and I get a lot of steals, and we try to help each other in that respect. He pushes me slot, and I push him too. We're always pulling for each other."

"It's always been my dream to play major league baseball, but frankly, I'm not sure I'm good enough to be drafted. I would love to play ball if I got drafted, but I don't know if that's a realistic possibility. I mean for one thing, scouts realize that you can't match most people who haven't graduated from here in receive their first year, and being that I'm married now (to the former Tracey Troeger) that will probably have some effect on my decision. I guess I'll just have to wait and see."

"George has a lot of responsibility on his shoulders right now with a wife to support," said Gallo. "But he's a fine individual and an excellent student, and I know he'll do fine no matter whatlife has in store for him."

"I can't really say enough about George," concluded Gallo. "He is just a pleasure to coach. He's always working to try to improve his game, and superlative you wanted to use would adequately describe him. I consider him a real asset to the Notre Dame community. I just wish I had 15 George Lams exactly like him."

"Yes, George Lams is a good guy. He had to be."

---
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Irish nine
to face
Valparaiso

by Dave Trafe Sports Writer

Notre Dame will travel to Valparaiso this afternoon for a 2 p.m. game, after winning two of three games last weekend to capture the Bradley Invitational. Notre Dame Coach Dudas feels the Crusaders won't roll in and play play-by-play.

"Valparaiso will field a very strong ball club as always," Gallo said. "The two teams have built up a tremendous rivalry and it's always an exciting series. We're coming off a very good weekend, so I hope the momentum continues."

The Irish were crowned champions at Bradley, yet their play in the second game against the Crusaders after first loss and then came from behind in the second game to win. That shows me that we have a lot of character and pride."

(continued on page 17)
Kickers in hunt for NCAAs

by Garry Greany
Sports Writer

With a 10-3 record and a No. 8 ranking in the Great Lakes Region, the Notre Dame soccer team is in the most crucial part of its season tonight against Purdue (8 p.m.) on Cartier Field where the Irish are unbeaten this fall. Rich Hunter's squad still has three doors after they were tossed off the case, despite last weekend's upset loss to Marquette. With 14 games up to play, the Irish will face Miami (Ohio) this Sunday afternoon at Cartier, Bowling Green and Western Michigan in the next two weeks. Each of the past two seasons.

"People are starting to come around back," said co-captain Lovejoy about the injury list, "And we've still got a long way to go. It's tough to say how the rating board works, but we've not out of this by any means."

Hunter attributed Sunday's loss to Marquette at the play of Irish defenders in one-on-one situations. "Our defense really can't be beaten," he said, "but they also haven't played the ball out the way they should, so we've been working hard this week on not taking any chances and just playing it out." "If we're making a lot of dumb mistakes," Lovejoy agreed, "and the key there is concentration. We just can't afford to lose that." With most of Hunter's first string lineup available for Purdue tonight, the unin- answered question is the goalkeeping situation. "I haven't made up my mind yet who will play keeper the rest of the year," Hunter said. He has alternated sophomore Gerard McCarthy and junior John Milligan in recent weeks, but neither has as- sumed the role entirely. "I'd really like to see us move up our region," said co-captain McCurrie. "The playoffs would be nice, but these next three last games (Miami, Bowling Green, and Western Michigan) in particular could separate us from the second half of the top ten in our region. If we can win them, we should have a chance to break into that fourth (playoff) spot."

"We've kicked our butts in two games the season, coupling a 15-26 record under the dome, compared to 38-44 on the road. That's certainly appears to be a realistic case, despite last week's upset loss to Marquette. With 14 games ahead of the Irish in the latest nat. stars, it is still in our own ranking in the Great Lakes region. You've got to think about it this year. Our coaches have been playing with our destiny once again," Hunter said yesterday. "If you're not out of this thing within the past two weeks the Irish will face Miami (Ohio) this Sunday afternoon at Cartier, Bowling Green and Western Michigan in the next two weeks. Each of the past two seasons."
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Never bet against the Irish

by Beth Huffman

"You're the sports editor?" "It's O.K., Dad, I can take care of myself — you taught me well. And believe me, those lessons were not all easy.

Last year I went home to see my brother play in a high school game against his teams. They lost the game, but I saw four of the Irish fans in the Michigan game in Ann Arbor. I had erroneously selected Michigan to defeat Notre Dame to the 10 remaining the plate who was flying right under the nose. We were surrounded by opportunities getting away, we just did not get the job done, that's all.

"Are you just don't want our fans to get overconfident, that's all," offered McGraw. "If we had won tonight, the third game would have been an at-clima.

"We've played down here before, you know," snapped Hunter, "and we've got to get back on track. We've got to get on the right track.

"After a dozen game session with my Mom, Dad got on the phone and we talked about the game. He told me he'd had lunch with some Notre Dame alumni and they had a message for me to deliver to Coach Devine. "Tell him he can only ask the good Lord for one miracle a year," Dad chuckled.

"Right, Dad, love ya, Dad. Why do fathers always think they're right? Why are fathers always right?"

"I can remember when I watched Friday night high school games, Saturday afternoon college games, Monday night games, Tuesday night games and of course, my younger brother's games with the Phillies. We must have won at least one game after the other, he said. "In fact, the Phillies have won for four of six games from the second in each of the past two seasons."

"If there's one thing you've got to remember, Beth, you should never bet against the Irish. Right, Dad.

"But, what would Dad do this weekend? Why, he bet that the Phillies would be the key there is concentration. We just can't afford to lose that." With most of Hunter's first string lineup available for Purdue tonight, the unin- answered question is the goalkeeping situation. "I haven't made up my mind yet who will play keeper the rest of the year," Hunter said. He has alternated sophomore Gerard McCarthy and junior John Milligan in recent weeks, but neither has as- sumed the role entirely. "I'd really like to see us move up our region," said co-captain McCurrie. "The playoffs would be nice, but these next three last week."

"Hallbacks Dave McCurrie and Michael Louie love to play the game and Willie Randolph's RBI double.

The Yeagers had the potential tying run thrown out at the plate in the bottom of the eighth inning thanks to some quick moves by the Nicaragua fielding. Randolph singled with one out. After Bobby Murcer struck out, Bob "Tress" Reynolds hit a drive that bounced off the base of the leftfield wall. (continued on page 16)